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Abstract: The large volume change of Si has been a roadblock in deploying high-capacity Si-based elec-
trodes in lithium-ion batteries, causing salient structural changes and prominent chemo-mechanical
coupled degradation. However, the effects of the volume change of Si-based active materials on the
structural parameters have not been fully understood, especially for theoretical prediction through
fundamental parameters. In this work, we develop a real-time porosity model featuring volume
changes of active materials and electrode dimensions for Si-based anodes, predicting the evolution of
porosity and electrode dimensions well through the use of basic electrode parameters. The allowable
design space of mass fractions of Si is predicted to be lower than 6% for initial porosity in the range
of 26–60% based on the permitted limits of maximum volume change of electrode dimensions and
minimum porosity at full lithiation. Subsequently, the effects of changes in porosity and electrode
dimensions on the gravimetric and volumetric capacities are emphasized, showing that the accurate
estimation of electrochemical performance calls more attention to the effects of structural parameters
for Si-based anodes. This study provides a simple and practicable method for the design of electrode
parameters, and sheds light on the estimation of electrochemical performance for Si-based anodes.

Keywords: Si-based anode; volume change; lithium-ion battery; electrochemical performance;
theoretical model; design space

1. Introduction

In recent years, increasing attention has been paid to lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) thanks
to their high capacity, long cycle life, and strict safety, especially for electric vehicles and
portable electronics [1–4]. Despite striking growth in specific energy density, increasing
from 150 Wh kg−1 to 300 Wh kg−1 over the last decades [5], the stringent requirements of
next-generation batteries originating from the fields of industry technologies are formidable
barriers for contemporary commercial LIBs. Si-based LIBs; that is, LIBs with Si-based
anodes, have been extensively studied as one of the promising next-generation high-
capacity LIBs [6–9]. As reported, Si-based LIBs with a low mass fraction of the Si active
component have been used in practical application, e.g., the batteries in Tesla’s Model
3 [10]. However, several challenges should be addressed prior to large-scale commercial
application of Si-based LIBs. The most challenging issue is closely related to the large
volume change of active Si particles, on the order of ~300%, during charge and discharge.
This causes a series of severe consequences, including but not limited to mechanical damage
(e.g., particle fracture, deboning at the particle/binder interface, and separator damage) and
reduction of electrochemical performance (e.g., poor cycle life and capacity fade) [11–13].

To address the issues around the chemo-mechanical couplings of Si active materials,
tremendous efforts have been made to accommodate volume change from the point of view
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of material and structural engineering strategies. For material engineering strategies, the
reported solutions include blended active materials (e.g., Si/graphite composites) [14–16],
material replacement (e.g., SiOx) [17,18], and novel binders [6,19]. On the other hand,
structural engineering strategies are effective at alleviating mechanical degradation and
enhancing electrochemical performance, such as nanostructures [20], pore-reserved de-
signs [21], hierarchical structures [22], and other geometric designs [23]. It is worth noting
that more than one strategy may be simultaneously used to boost electrode structural dura-
bility. Among these strategies, developing composite electrodes incorporating Si along with
graphite seems to be the most promising to realize the tradeoff between energy density and
cycle life [7]. However, developing Si-based LIBs with stable electrochemical performance
and robust mechanical integrity remains challenging.

It is inevitable that Si-based LIBs generate volume changes, as demonstrated by exten-
sive experiments at all scale levels (e.g., particle, electrode, and battery levels) [14,24–26].
Generally, volume changes at the electrode and battery levels originate from the volume
change at the active particle level, accompanied by the effects of passivation layers, parti-
cle movement/rearrangement, elastic–plastic deformation of materials, and space restric-
tions [27]. Hence, from the point of view of theoretical models, the estimation of volume
change of Si-based electrodes and batteries is challenging due to complicated factors, espe-
cially for irreversible volume change. Additionally, electrode porosity is one of the critical
factors closely linked to certain electro-chemo-mechanical properties and electrochemical
performance of batteries (e.g., effective transport properties, mechanical stress, capacity,
and side effects) [28,29]. For Si-based electrodes, the change in porosity caused by the
volume change of active particles is remarkable [29–31]. However, it is not comprehensively
understood how these changes evolve in porous electrodes during charge and discharge,
and experimental characterization of real-time structural parameters of electrodes without
damage remains intractable.

In addition to experimental efforts, theoretical models play a significant role in pa-
rameter design and prediction of electrochemical behaviors for Si-based batteries [32–38].
To date, theoretical methods can be classified into four categories depending on whether
volume and porosity changes are considered, as depicted in Figure 1. The first category
mimics the behaviors of Si-based electrodes or batteries by ignoring the change in poros-
ity and electrode dimensions (Figure 1a) [33,39]. For example, Jiang et al. established a
multi-material porous electrode model without considering the effects of variable porosity
and electrode dimensions for Si/graphite electrodes, and quantified the contributions of
the individual active materials for different Si/graphite ratios [33]. The second category
considers the effects of porosity change for Si-based electrodes with fixed dimensions in
theoretical models (Figure 1b) [40–42]. Dhillon et al. developed a one-dimension model
considering the porosity changes in Si electrodes and solid electrolyte interphase layer
growth and investigated the effects of cracking of Si-based electrodes on the capacity fade,
ignoring the change in electrode dimensions [40]. The third category takes into account the
change in electrode dimensions in theoretical models [43,44], which can predict the swelling
of electrodes during cycling, but not the evolution of porosity due to the assumption of
constant porosity (Figure 1c). To comprehensively understand the chemo-mechanical
behaviors of Si-based LIBs, it is necessary to simultaneously consider the evolution of
variable porosity and electrode dimensions caused by the volume change of active particles
(i.e., the fourth category, shown in Figure 1d) [34,37,45]. For example, Chen et al. developed
a coupled electro-chemo-mechanical model to study the electrochemical and mechanical
behaviors of Si-based LIBs, revealing the effects of the design parameters on swelling
behavior and electrochemical performance [34].
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Figure 1. Schematics of electrode structures during lithiation with (a) no change in porosity and
volume, (b) variable porosity and invariable volume, (c) variable volume and invariable porosity,
and (d) variable porosity and volume.

However, most of these theoretical models for predicting the electrochemical or electro-
chemo-mechanical behaviors of Si-based LIBs involve many complex partial differential
equations, requiring more computational resources and presenting difficulties in engineer-
ing applications. Therefore, it is a meaningful pursuit to obtain the evolution of porosity and
electrode dimensions based on the fundamental parameters (e.g., the mass fraction, density,
and lithiation expansion coefficient of individual components) for Si-based electrodes,
which is conducive to designing electrode parameters and estimating their electrochemical
performance simply and directly. For example, Heubner et al. conducted a theoretical opti-
mization of the electrode design parameters of Si-based electrodes with variable porosity
and electrode dimensions, using the fundamental information, and determined the design
criteria according to the deformation threshold and the C-rate threshold [36]. However, the
maximum expansion of electrode dimensions was limited to 10% in Heubner’s work [36],
which reduces the design space of the electrode parameters.

Here, a real-time porosity model is established to predict the change in porosity and
electrode dimensions for Si-based electrodes. In this model, the effects of volume changes
of active particles and electrode dimensions on porosity are included. Subsequently, we
focus on the effects of the initial porosity and mass fraction of the Si component on the
real-time porosity and electrode dimensions. Based on the maximum volume change limit
of electrode dimensions and the minimum porosity limit of electrodes at full lithiation,
the allowable design space of initial porosity is provided for different mass fractions of Si.
In addition, the effects of variable porosity and electrode dimensions on electrochemical
performance (i.e., gravimetric and volumetric capacities) are emphasized, followed by a
discussion of the effects of initial porosity and electrode thickness on these capacities.

2. Model Development
2.1. Real-Time Porosity Model

Generally, one electrode is composed of active materials, binder, and conductive
additives, and the configuration of these components forms a porous microstructure that is
filled with electrolytes during cell assembly. For silicon-based anodes, active materials may
contain Si, graphite, or others. The microscale volume change of active particles caused by
nano-scale lattice distortion during lithiation and delithiation gives rise to volume change
of the electrode and fluctuation of the porosity. The former corresponds to the change in
the electrode dimensions that is not fully investigated in battery models, while the latter
represents the change in porosity, a critical design parameter closely linked with several
transport parameters (e.g., the electrolyte’s conductivity and diffusivity) [42]. In this section,
by introducing the relationship between the volume change of active particles and the state
of charge (SoC), a SoC-dependent porosity model is developed to investigate the effects of
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volume changes at the particle and electrode levels. Based on the definition of porosity, the
real-time porosity, ε, of a porous electrode during operation can be written as:

ε =
1 − ∑iVi

V
(1)

where Vi and V are the real-time volumes of the solid phase i and the porous electrode
during lithiation, respectively. Similarly, the initial porosity, ε0, of the porous insertion
electrode is as follows:

ε0 =
1 − ∑iVi0

V0
(2)

where Vi0 and V0 are the initial volumes of the solid phase i and the porous electrode,
respectively. In this work, the solid components in Si-based anode composites consist of Si,
graphite (g), a binder (b), and conductive additives (ca). During lithiation and delithiation,
the volume of active materials varies with SoC. However, specific SoC-dependent volume
expansions are diverse for various active materials because of their different mechanisms
of electrochemical lithiation and delithiation [33]. For example, the volume change of
graphite, an intercalation material, undergoes a multistage process [24,46], whereas the
volume change of Si, an alloyed material, generally has a slope-shaped relationship with
SoC [24]. In addition, the charge and discharge behaviors of different active materials in
composite electrodes (e.g., Si/graphite electrodes) are the superposition of the contributions
of all the active materials, showing non-linear and asymmetric lithiation/delithiation states
as a function of SoC inside the electrodes [24,47]. However, in this work, we assume
that the individual active materials in the composite anode have approximately the same
lithiation state and that the volume expansion of active materials is linearly dependent
on SoC, neglecting the effects of irreversible deformation caused by the solid electrolyte
interface (SEI), side effects, and particle rearrangement. Therefore, the real-time volume of
the individual solid components can be expressed as:

Vi = Vi0(1 + ηiSoC) (3)

where ηi is the lithiation expansion coefficient of the solid component i and is obtained from
experiments or first-principles simulations. Generally, the lithiation expansion coefficients
of inactive materials (i.e., binder and conductive additives) are equal to zero. If we know
the real-time volume of the composite electrodes, V, the varied porosity, ε, can be obtained
according to Equation (1).

How to identify the contributions of the volume change of active particles to the
porosity and electrode dimension, respectively, is a question that is both imperative and
challenging. Gomadam and Weidner introduced a swelling coefficient, s, to determine
the relative magnitudes of changes in electrode dimensions and porosity [37], thereby
describing the volume change of electrode dimensions caused by the volume change of
active particles as:

V
V0

=

(
Va

Va0

)s
(4)

where Va and Va0 denote the active particle volumes after and before lithiation, respectively.
The swelling coefficient s is dependent on the electrode microstructure (e.g., particle arrange-
ment and electrode porosity) and mechanical properties of electrode components [37,48].
Generally, s is difficult to determine. Furthermore, the porosity is relatively hard to express
concisely due to the coupling between s and the porosity. Here, a SoC-dependent swelling
coefficient is provided based on the phenomenological approach in order to develop our
real-time porosity model [49].
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According to Equation (4), the changes in composite electrode dimensions along the
electrode thickness direction and two in-plane directions are defined as [37,49]:

Lx

Lx0
=

(
Va

Va0

)sxs
(5)

Ly

Ly0
=

(
Va

Va0

)sys
(6)

Lz

Lz0
=

(
Va

Va0

)szs
(7)

where Ln (n = x, y, z) is the electrode dimension in the n-direction during lithiation and
Ln0 is the initial electrode dimension before lithiation. Due to the equivalence between
Equation (5) and the product of Equations (5)–(7), the corresponding swelling coefficients
meet the following relationship:

sx + sy + sz = 1 (8)

As mentioned above, sn is difficult to determine.
In general, active particles have diverse shapes and arrangements, leading to the likely

expansion of electrodes in any direction. As shown in previous studies [24,35,50,51], the
in-plane deformation of electrodes has a negligible effect on the overall volume change
of electrodes in comparison with that along the thickness direction, which is owing to the
strength and confinement of the current collector as well as the thin and wide geometry.
Thus, we assume that the in-plane deformation induced by the volume change of electrode
particles is negligible and that the change in thickness of the composite electrodes is only
attributed to the expansion of active particles, neglecting the effects of external pressure.
As a result, sx = sy = 0 and sz = 1. By substituting sz = 1 into Equation (7), the swelling
coefficient s can be written as [49]:

s =
ln(Lz/Lz0)

ln(Va/Va0)
=

ln(1 + ∆h)
ln(1 + ∆Va)

(9)

where ∆h denotes the relative thickness change of the composite electrode, and ∆Va denotes
the relative volume change of the active particles. Rieger et al. proposed a basic correlation
between the relative thickness change of electrodes and the relative volume change of
the active material particles in order to calculate the swelling coefficient; Based on their
simulation results [49], the swelling coefficient is assumed to be predominantly influenced
by the active material volume fraction, i.e.,

∆h = ∆Vaξ (10)

where ξ denotes the volume fraction of active particles in the composite electrode. It is
worth noting that the phenomenological correlation in Equation (10) is obtained based
on insufficient experimental parameter variations in numerical simulations and should
be verified by extensive experimental investigations and enhanced modeling methods.
However, Equation (10) is a relatively convincing way to determine the swelling coefficient
s within a certain scope of s [49]. It is worth noting that, in reality, the total thickness change
of Si-based electrodes has a certain possibility of exceeding the theoretical limit due to
side effects, elastic–plastic deformation, particle rearrangement, and the breakdown of
the binder [27,28]. In this work, we make use of Equation (10) to determine the swelling
coefficient and believe that this correlation is suitable to roughly approximate the change
in composite electrode dimensions. Based on Equations (3) and (10), the corresponding
swelling coefficient of the active material i can be expressed as:

si =
ln(1 + ∆Viξi)

ln(1 + ∆Vi)
=

ln(1 + ξiηiSoC)
ln(1 + ηiSoC)

(11)
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where ξi and si denote the volume fraction and the swelling coefficient of the solid compo-
nent i in the composite electrodes, while si reflects the contribution made by the component
i to the electrode dimensions.

Based on Equations (3), (4) and (11), the overall volume change in the composite elec-
trodes arising from the volume change of the active particles is provided by the following
governing equation:

V = V0

(
1 + ∑

i
ξiηiSoC

)
(12)

Equation (12) is equivalent to the governing equation that is assumed to predict the
contribution of the active particle volume change to the overall deformation response for
the composite electrodes in the previous battery models [32,52]. The difference is that we
can obtain Equation (12) through the defined swelling coefficient s and the relationship in
Equation (10), as verified by numerical simulations and experimental results. Here, the
swelling coefficient s disappears in the expression. Substituting Equations (2), (3), and (12)
into Equation (1), the real-time porosity is expressed as:

ε = 1 −
∑

i
Vi0(1 + ηiSoC)

V0

(
1 + ∑

i
ξiηiSoC

) (13)

For the design of composite electrodes, the mass fractions of solid components are
generally known. Based on the mass fraction and the density of individual components,
the volume fraction of the respective solid component i in composite electrodes gives:

ξi =
Vi
V0

=
ωi/ρi

∑
j

Vj0/(1 − ε0)
= (1 − ε0)

ωi/ρi

∑
j

ωj/ρj
(14)

where j denotes the solid component j and ωi and ρi are the mass fraction and the density,
respectively, of the solid component i. Combined with Equations (13) and (14), the real-time
porosity model is thereby established. For the specific Si/graphite composite electrode, the
real-time porosity is written as:

ε = 1 −
(1 − ε0)∑

i

ωi
ρi
(1 + ηiSoC)(

∑
i

ωi
ρi

)[
1 + ξSiηSiSoC + ξgηgSoC

] (15)

ξSi = (1 − ε0)
ωSi/ρSi

∑
i

ωi/ρi
, ξg = (1 − ε0)

ωg/ρg

∑
i

ωi/ρi
(16)

Here, ηca = ηb = 0 is used in Equation (15) due to there being no intercalation of Li
into inactive materials. We can observe from Equations (15) and (16) that when the mass
fraction and density of each solid component are determined, the real-time porosity is only
dependent on the initial porosity and SoC. Based on the real-time porosity model, we can
predict the evolution of the porosity caused by volume changes of the active materials and
electrode dimensions during lithiation and then tailor the electrode parameters (e.g., mass
fractions and initial porosity) according to the limitations on deformation and the real-time
porosity. Furthermore, the real-time volumetric strain, θ, of composite electrodes can be
expressed as:

θ =
V − V0

V0
= ξSiηSiSoC + ξgηgSoC (17)
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2.2. Electrode Performance

Generally, the gravimetric (Qm) and volumetric (Qv) capacities are estimated based on
the initial state of the electrodes, which is suitable for electrodes consisting of conventional
battery components with negligible structural changes. However, gravimetric and volu-
metric capacities may vary with changes in porosity and electrode dimensions, especially
for large volume changes in high-capacity electrodes. There have been few studies seeking
to identify the effects of structural changes on the real-time gravimetric and volumetric
capacities during operation, which are investigated in this work. The gravimetric capacity
is defined as:

Qm =

∑
i

miQm,i

mE
=

ρ0(1 − ε0)L0a∑
i

ωiQm,i

mE
(18)

where mi and Qm,i denote the mass and the theoretical specific capacity of the active
component i, respectively, while ρ0 denotes the apparent density of the composite before
lithiation, provided by:

ρ0 =
1

∑
i

ωi/ρi
(19)

Here, a and L0 denote the initial area and the thickness of the composite before lithiation,
respectively, while mE denotes the mass of the composite electrode, consisting of the sum of
the masses of the composite, electrolyte, and current collector, which is provided by:

mE = (1 − ε)ρLa + ερel La + ρccLcca (20)

where L denotes the thickness of the composite, Lcc denotes the thickness of the current
collector, and ρel and ρcc denote the densities of the electrolyte and the current collector,
respectively. The real-time apparent density, ρ, of the Si/graphite composite is given by:

ρ =
1

ωLixSi
ρLixSi

+
ωLiyC
ρLiyC

+ ωb-t
ρb

+ ωca-t
ρca

(21)

where ωLixSi and ωLixC are the mass fractions of LixSi and LiyC in the composite, respec-
tively, which can be determined based on the corresponding mass at the specific SoC:

ωLixSi =

ωSi
MSi

(MSi + xMLi)
ωSi
MSi

(MSi + xMLi) +
ωg
MC

(MC + yMLi) + ωb + ωca
(22)

ωLixC =

ωg
MC

(MC + yMLi)
ωSi
MSi

(MSi + xMLi) +
ωg
MC

(MC + yMLi) + ωb + ωca
(23)

where MSi, MLi, and MC are the atomic masses of Si, Li, and carbon, respectively. Here,
x = 3.75SoC and y = 1/6SoC. The porosity of LixSi, ρLixSi, is approximately:

ρLixSi = ρSi
1 + xMLi/MSi

1 + ηSiSoC
(24)

This is an acceptable error (~10%) compared with that in Kim’s work [53], where ρSi
denotes the density of Si. The density of LiyC, ρLiyC, is assumed to be the same as that of
graphite [54]. Similarly, the real-time mass percentages of the binder (i.e., ωb-t) and the
conductive additive (i.e., ωca-t) are given by:

ωb-t =
ωb

ωSi
MSi

(MSi + xMLi) +
ωg
MC

(MC + yMLi) + ωb + ωca
(25)

ωca-t =
ωca

ωSi
MSi

(MSi + xMLi) +
ωg
MC

(MC + yMLi) + ωb + ωca
(26)
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Based on the assumption that the change in the electrode thickness is dominated
during lithiation, the real-time thickness, L, of the composite can be written as:

L = L0
[
1 + ηSiξSiSoC + ηgξgSoC

]
(27)

Combined with Equations (21)–(27), which describe the real-time apparent density
and real-time thickness of the composite, the gravimetric capacity of Si/graphite electrodes
is expressed as:

Qm =

∑
i

ωiQm,i

(1−ε)ρL
(1−ε0)ρ0L0

+ 1
(1−ε0)ρ0L0

(ερel L + ρccLcc)
(28)

Similarly, the volumetric capacity of Si/graphite electrodes is provided by:

Qv =

∑
i

miQm,i

V
=

∑
i

ωiQm,i

1
ρ0(1−ε0)L0

(L + Lcc)
(29)

Thus, Equations (28) and (29) can be used to investigate the evolution of the gravimetric
and volumetric capacities of Si/graphite electrodes with the effects of changes in porosity
and electrode dimensions during lithiation.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Validation of the Real-Time Porosity Model

Graphite anodes undergo a volume change of 10–12.8% in the lattice, while the volume
change of Si anodes can be up to 300% [55,56]. Unless otherwise specified, the parameters
employed in this work are those listed in Table 1. Figure 2a shows the evolution of the
porosity and volume change of graphite anodes with ξg = 61% and ε0 = 33%. It can
be observed that the porosity of graphite electrodes has a slight change of ~2% during
lithiation, indicating that the effects of porosity change can be negligible for small-volume-
change active materials. The volume change at SoC = 100% predicted by the model is 6.1%
for ηg = 0.1 or 6.9% for ηg = 0.11, which is in agreement with experimental observations
(~7%) of graphite dilatometry [57]. Here, we choose the following graphite electrode
parameters [30,58]: ξg = 90%, ξca = 2%, ξb = 8%, ρca = 1.6 g cm−3, ρb = 1.76 g cm−3, and
ε0 = 48%. The predicted change of 2% in porosity is in good agreement with the measured
change (2%) obtained by operando X-ray tomographic microscopy, although the volume
change of 4.6% is smaller than the experimental value (~7%) [58]. These results suggest that
neglecting the change in porosity and electrode dimensions in battery models is reasonable
for electrodes composed of small-volume-change active materials, and has no significant
effects on accuracy.

Table 1. Nomenclature and physical properties used in this work.

Symbol Explanation Value [Unit]

Mi
Molar mass of the element i

(MLi = 6.94, MSi = 28.09, MC = 12.01) [g mol−1]

ηi
volume expansion coefficient of the component i

(ηSi = 3, ηg = 0.1, ηca = 0, ηb = 0) [-] or [%]

ρi
Mass density of the component i

(ρSi = 2.33, ρg = 2.20, ρca = 2.20, ρb = 1.80) [g cm−3]

ωi
Mass fractions of the component i

(ωSi = variable, ωg = 0.95 − ωSi, ωca = 2%, wb = 3%) [-] or [%]

Qm,i
Theoretical specific capacity of the component i

(Qm,Si = 3579, Qm,g = 370) [mAh g−1]

Lcc Thickness of the current collector (Lcc = 8) [µm]
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Figure 2b shows the evolution of the porosity for Si-based electrodes withωSi = 50%,
ωca = 25%, and ωb= 25% during lithiation. Here, the porosity of the electrode reaches
50 ± 5%, and the densities of polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF), Nafion, and carbon black
are 1.76 g cm−3, 1.97 g cm−3, and 1.60 g cm−3, respectively, which are all collected from the
previous report [30]. As shown in Figure 2b, the decreasing trend of the porosity during
lithiation can be obtained by the real-time porosity model. In addition, the predicted
porosity shows good agreement with the measured values for the Nafion binder [30],
verifying the validity of the porosity model. In the case of the PVDF binder, the predicted
porosity deviates from the experimental values at the end of lithiation. The difference in
accuracy between the two cases may arise from the distinction between the mechanical
properties of the two binders; that is, the composite with Nafion is softer than the one with
PVDF due to the smaller elastic modulus and hardness of the former [30,31]. The binder
with greater mechanical properties exerts stronger constraints on the deformation of active
materials and leads to a faster downward trend in porosity. In addition, the elastic modulus
of Nafion is closer to the modulus of the binder (i.e., 183 MPa) used in the numerical
simulation [49]. Equation (10) may be more suitable for describing the relationship between
the change in thickness and the volume change of active materials for the Si-based anode
with Nafion compared to the one with PVDF. Therefore, the porosity of Si-based composites
with Nafion can be predicted more precisely by the real-time porosity model.

Figure 2c shows the volume change of Si/graphite composite electrodes with different
Si/graphite ratios at full lithiation. Here, the mass fractions of Si are 0%, 3%, 5%, 7%, 10%,
and 15%, respectively. The mass fractions of conductive additives and the binder are 2%
(SuperP with a density of 1.6 g cm−3) and 3% (carboxymethyl cellulose and styrene butadiene
rubber with an average density of 1.59 g cm−3), respectively. These parameters of electrodes
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with an estimated porosity range of 60–72% are collected from the previous report [14]. The
initial porosity of 60% is chosen to calculate the volume change (i.e., the thickness change)
of electrodes in the model. It is worth noting that the experimental data correspond to
the volume changes in the last cycle [14], i.e., the effects of irreversible deformations are
assumed to decrease with increasing cycles. It can be seen from Figure 2c that the volume
changes predicted by the model are in good agreement with the experimental results [14].
As stated above, the model in this work ignores the irreversible effects (e.g., the formation
of SEI, inelastic deformation, and particle movement) that occur in real Si/graphite anodes
during lithiation. Thus, while errors between the results of the model and the experiment
are inevitable when using the model to predict the volume change for Si-based electrodes
after multi-cycle lithiation and delithiation, this is within acceptable bounds.

The aforementioned comparisons between the results obtained with the model and
the experimental data show the accuracy and validity of the established real-time porosity
model, demonstrating that the change in structural parameters (i.e., porosity and electrode
dimension) of Si-based composites can be well predicted by a model that is only dependent
on the basic electrode parameters such as the mass fractions, densities, and lithiation
expansion coefficients of the solid components and the initial porosity. Therefore, further
investigations of the effects of volume change of the active materials on porosity and
electrode dimensions can be carried out.

3.2. Model-Based Investigations

For electrodes with large-volume-change active materials, the initial porosity is a
critical design index and is closely related to electrochemical performance due to its possible
huge change in electrode structures during battery cycling. Figure 3 shows the evolution
of the electrode’s porosity and volume change with SoC during lithiation for different
initial porosities, obtained from Equations (15) and (17). As expected, the porosity has a
descending trend during lithiation, and the volume change of electrodes increases with
increasing SoC. The real-time porosity of Si-based electrodes with a single Si active material
has a large change amplitude (e.g., 4–30%), which may result in significant fluctuations of
electrochemical parameters and performance. In addition, the change in porosity obtained
by the model is relatively more moderate in contrast to the case that limits the swelling of
the Si-based electrode dimension [36], as in our model the electrode deforms its dimension
without extra restrictions. For changes in electrode dimensions and porosity originating
from the microscopic deformation of active particles, we can observe from Figure 3 that
the former generally accounts for a larger fraction than the latter; that is, the volume
change in electrode dimensions is more noticeable than the change in porosity, indicating
that allowing electrodes to expand freely alleviates the huge variation in porosity and the
relevant mechanical stress inside the electrode. For example, for Si-based electrodes with
ωSi = 10%,ωca = 10%,ωb= 10%, ρca = 1.6 g cm−3, ρb = 1.76 g cm−3, and ε0 = 52% [58], the
predicted porosity reduction of ~11% and volume expansion of ~29% are comparable with
the measured values of 8% and 35%, respectively. However, it is inevitable for Si-based
electrodes to suffer constraints imposed by the other battery parts in battery assembly.
Furthermore, the large deformation of electrodes requires the corresponding reserved space
during the manufacturing process, which damages the accessible energy density of the
batteries. In addition, the increasing room provided by the larger initial porosity can better
accommodate the volume change of Si particles, causing a decrease in the volume change
of electrode dimensions. Therefore, it is necessary to tailor the initial porosity according to
the permitted limit of volume change of the electrodes.

The porosity and volume change of a Si-based electrode at SoC = 1 as a function of the
initial porosity (SoC = 0) are shown in Figure 4 for different mass fractions of Si. In the case of
the pure graphite electrode (i.e., ωSi = 0%), the porosity at SoC = 1 is approximately identical
to the initial porosity, because the volume change of graphite is almost accommodated
by the change in electrode dimensions according to Equation (15). With increasing ωSi,
εSoC=1 deviates from the linear relationship more with ε0. As expected, εSoC=1 decreases
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with increasing ωSi for the Si-based composite electrodes with the same initial porosity;
that is, the initial porosity should be enhanced with increasing ωSi to maintain the same
porosity at full lithiation. Again, the change amplitude of porosities is smaller than that of
the electrode dimensions for Si-based electrodes. Compared with the swelling limitation of
the electrode dimensions [36], the case of total densification (i.e., εSoC=1 = 0) does not occur
for the composite with variable ωSi due to the free expansion of electrodes in our model.
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Figure 4. The porosity and volume change of the electrode at SoC = 1 as a function of the initial
porosity (SoC = 0) for different mass fractions of Si.

In general, volume change of the electrode or battery is undesirable in both the design
and practical applications. However, a volume change tolerance of ~5–10% during man-
ufacturing should be allowed to accommodate the deformation generated by the volume
expansion of active materials and gases induced by electrolyte decomposition [36,59]. Here,
the limited maximum volume change for Si-based electrodes is set to 10%. As shown in
Figure 5a, the volume expansion of the composite electrodes increases with rising ωSi. For
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Si-based electrodes with a typical initial porosity of 60%, the relatively low mass fraction
(i.e., in the range of 0–5.7%) of the Si component is a prerequisite to the volume change being
lower than the permitted limit. In addition to the limitation of volume change, the accessible
porosity should be further discussed according to specific conditions. Due to the impossibil-
ity of fully dense electrodes, we define the porosity in a hexagonal close packing of equal
spheres as the limited minimum porosity, i.e., ε = 26%. When the real-time porosity is lower
than the critical value, the electrode should undergo the mechanical stresses arising from
the mutual mechanical interactions of particles. It is worth noting that the particles in real
electrodes are likely to suffer mechanical stress when the porosity is larger than the critical
value due to the complex arrangement of particles. These built-in mechanical stresses have
significant effects on the mechanical integrity and electrochemical performance of electrodes,
e.g., particle pulverization, contact loss, and capacity fade. As shown in Figure 5b, the initial
porosity should be tailored based on the mass fraction of active materials to alleviate the
mechanical stresses. Generally, a larger mass fraction of Si requires a larger initial porosity
to accommodate the large volume change of active materials in order for the required εSoC=1
to be no less than 26%. Consequently, the key parameters, e.g., the initial porosity and the
mass fraction of active materials, should be regulated according to specific limits of volume
change and real-time porosity.
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As mentioned above, the initial porosity and the mass fraction of the Si component
should be flexibly designed based on the limits of maximum volume change and minimum
porosity at SoC = 1. Here, the maximum volume change and the minimum porosity of
Si-based anodes are set to 10% and 26%, respectively. The governing inequality constraints
are provided by:

εSoC=1 ≥ 26% (30)

θSoC=1 ≤ 10% (31)

Combined with Equations (15) and (17), the allowable region of the initial porosity and
the mass fraction of Si can be obtained according to Equations (30) and (31), as depicted in
Figure 6. Here, the design space of the initial porosity is in the range of 26–100% in view of
the minimum porosity. The aforementioned effects of the volume change of active particles
manifest in two forms, i.e., changes in electrode dimensions (θ) and changes in porosity (ε).
If one of the two forms is restricted, the other should be liberalized to accommodate the
significant volume change in active materials. Thus, we can observe from Figure 6 that the
design space of the initial porosity becomes narrow with increasing ωSi for Si-based composite
electrodes with variable Si components. Correspondingly, for the typical initial porosity in the
range of 26–60% commonly used in engineering practices, the allowable mass fraction of Si
is lower than ~6%, providing a reasonable explanation for the fact that commercial Si-based
LIBs generally contain a relatively low mass fraction of Si; e.g., Tesla’s Model 3 is said to use a
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10% mass fraction of Si in its battery design [10]. Replacing pure Si with SiOx (with a volume
change of ~160% during lithiation) is a better compromise between electrochemical perfor-
mance and mechanical integrity. Similarly, the allowable mass fraction of SiOx can be predicted
as being below 11% when initial porosity is in the range of 26–60%. As reported, the weight
percentage of graphite and SiOx is estimated to be 90% and 10%, respectively, in LGM50 cells
with a SiOx/graphite composite anode [60]. Therefore, the low mass fraction of SiOx in com-
mercial Si-based cells supports our model’s results. Additionally, the allowable design region
can be divided into two parts. One part (the left side of the red dash-dotted line in Figure 6) is
dominated by Equation (30) due to the relatively low mass fraction of Si in the range of 0–1.6%.
When the mass fraction of Si increases to a certain extent (i.e., >1.6%), the inequality constraint
in Equation (31); that is, the limit of the maximum volume change in electrode dimensions,
plays a dominant role in the initial porosity (right side of the red dash-dotted line in Figure 6).
It is worth noting that the allowable design spaces of initial porosity and mass fraction of
Si can be flexibly tailored according to the selected limits of maximum volume change in
electrode dimensions and minimum porosity at SoC = 1, using the model established by
Heubner et al. [36] for comparison.
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The aforementioned swelling coefficient is hard to determine. Here, the swelling
coefficients of Si and graphite at SoC = 1 are shown in Figure 7 as the initial porosity or
the mass fraction of Si varies. The contributions of volume changes in Si and graphite
particles to the change in electrode dimensions decrease with increasing ε0 due to more
accommodation space inside the electrode. For an electrode with high initial porosity,
the greater room generated by the porosity accommodates the volume change of active
materials, leading to a small s. Similarly, for a dense electrode with low initial porosity, less
room is available to accommodate the volume change of the particles, and the change in
electrode dimensions is dominant (i.e., a large s). These features of the swelling coefficient
are consistent with the discussions conducted by Gomadam and Weidner [37]. Additionally,
the swelling coefficient of Si increases with increasing ωSi, and the swelling coefficient
of graphite decreases with increasing ωSi. Regardless, the swelling coefficient relies on a
variety of conditions in the Si-based electrodes. In this work, the effects of the porosity and
Si/graphite ratios on the swelling coefficient have been considered, ignoring the effects
of the arrangement of particles, mechanical properties of the components, and constraints
from other parts of the battery.
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3.3. Estimation of Electrode Performance

The variable porosity and electrode dimensions during lithiation and delithiation can
have significant impacts on the estimation of electrode performance (i.e., gravimetric and
volumetric capacities) that can be investigated based on Equations (28) and (29). Figure 8
shows the evolution of the gravimetric and volumetric capacities of Si-based composites
during lithiation. The gravimetric and volumetric capacities are kept almost unchanged
for low mass fractions of Si due to there being almost no changes in electrode structures,
suggesting that the capacity calculated at SoC = 0 can be used to characterize the real-time
capacity. In other words, the effects of variable porosity and electrode dimensions on capacity
are negligible for electrodes with low mass fractions of the Si component, e.g., ωSi ≤ 10%.
However, the gravimetric and volumetric capacities distinctly decrease with increasing SoC
during lithiation for electrodes with high mass fractions of Si (e.g., 95%), indicating that the
estimation of capacities for Si-based electrodes, especially those with high ωSi, should take
into account the effects of changes in electrode structures, i.e., the real-time porosity and
electrode dimensions in this work. It is worth noting that the effects of changes in porosity
and electrode dimensions on specific capacity are rarely investigated or emphasized in the
reported studies. For example, the capacities are often estimated based on the initial electrode
parameters of Si-based electrodes, making them independent of SoC [33,36]. The model in this
work, on the other hand, highlights the prominent role of volume change in the estimation of
electrode electrochemical performance.

To further estimate the effects of different electrode parameters on the capacities, elec-
trodes with different thicknesses or initial porosities are investigated, as shown in Figure 9.
Apparently, both capacities reduce with increasing SoC for different cases, showing the
important impacts of changes in electrode structures. Additionally, the change amplitude
of the volumetric capacity is larger than that of the gravimetric capacity for different thick-
nesses and initial porosities, as the former is dominated by the prominent volume change
of the electrode. As expected, the gravimetric and volumetric capacities decrease with
decreasing electrode thickness and increasing initial porosity, showing that developing
electrodes with high thickness and low porosity is an efficient solution for high-capacity
LIBs. In light of the challenges of poor rate performance and electrode mechanical insta-
bility [61–63], it is necessary to tailor the electrode thickness and the initial porosity for
high-energy Si-based electrodes while considering the effects of electrode structure on the
estimation of the gravimetric and volumetric capacities.
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4. Conclusions

Based on the fact that the volume change of active particles at the microscale induces
changes in porosity and electrode dimensions, in this paper a real-time porosity model
for Si-based electrodes is established, featuring the deformation of active particles and
electrode dimensions. The results show that changes in porosity and electrode dimensions
predicted by the model are plausible, with an acceptable error compared with the reported
experimental results. The effects of variable porosity and electrode dimensions are negligible
for electrodes with small-volume-change active materials. For large-volume-change Si-based
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electrodes, however, the change amplitudes of the porosity and electrode dimensions may
be variable over a broad range, and should be considered in theoretical and numerical
simulations. We provide the accessible design space of the initial porosity and mass fractions
of Si based on the limits of the maximum volume change of electrodes and the minimum
porosity at SoC = 1, requiring that the initial porosity in the range of 26–60%, as commonly
used in Si-based electrodes, corresponds to a very low mass fraction of Si (< 6%).

The effects of variable porosity and electrode dimensions on electrochemical performance,
i.e., gravimetric and volumetric capacities, are further investigated for Si-based electrodes
with different electrode parameters, e.g., the mass fraction of Si, the thickness, and the initial
porosity. These capacities can be calculated based on the initial state of electrodes with a low
mass fraction of Si. However, it is necessary to consider the impacts of changes in porosity and
electrode dimensions for estimation of the capacities of Si-based electrodes with a relatively
high mass fraction of Si due to their significant reduction during lithiation. Thick electrodes
with low porosity show huge potential for improvements in capacity. These results can
shed light on electrode parameter design and estimation of electrochemical performance for
large-volume-change Si-based electrodes in high-capacity LIBs.

Theoretical models only dependent on fundamental electrode parameters are con-
ducive to engineering applications. However, the model established in this work neglects
irreversible factors, e.g., the effects of SEI, which could be introduced into the current model
to enhance accuracy. Additionally, the focus of this study is only on Si-based electrodes. The
design of electrode parameters for full cells with Si-based anodes should be investigated in
the future. Due to the lack of chemo-mechanical couplings in this work, incorporating the
real-time model into reported chemo-mechanical coupled models would be meaningful
and helpful in more fully understanding chemo-mechanical coupled behaviors along with
the effects of changes in porosity and electrode dimensions in Si-based LIBs.
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